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Abstract. Cancer cells usually show different metabolic
patterns compared with healthy cells due to the reprogramming of metabolic processes. The process of lipid metabolism
undergoes notable changes, leading to the accumulation of
lipid droplets in cells. Additionally, this phenotype is considered an important marker of cancer cells. Lipid droplets
are a highly dynamic type of organelle in the cell, which is
composed of a neutral lipid core, a monolayer phospholipid
membrane and lipid droplet‑related proteins. Lipid droplets are
involved in several biological processes, including cell proliferation, apoptosis, lipid metabolism, stress, immunity, signal
transduction and protein trafficking. Epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR)‑activating mutations are currently the most
effective therapeutic targets for non‑small cell lung cancer.
Several EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (EGFR‑TKIs) that
target these mutations, including gefitinib, erlotinib, afatinib
and osimertinib, have been widely used clinically. However,
the development of acquired resistance has a major impact
on the efficacy of these drugs. A number of previous studies
have reported that the expression of lipid droplets in the tumor
tissues of patients with lung cancer are elevated, whereas the
association between elevated numbers of lipid droplets and
drug resistance has received little attention. The present
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review describes the potential association between lipid droplets and drug resistance. Furthermore, the mechanisms and
implications of lipid droplet accumulation in cancer cells are
analyzed, as wells as the mechanism by which lipid droplets
suppress endoplasmic reticulum stress and apoptosis, which
are essential for the development and treatment of lung cancer.
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1. Introduction
Lipid droplets are organelles with a unique structure
composed of a neutral lipid core and a monolayer phospholipid
membrane embedded with several lipid droplet‑associated
proteins. For hundreds of years, lipid droplets were thought
to be the only particles passively storing or released energy
in the cell. However, in the last 20 years, lipid droplets have
been extensively investigated, and lipid droplet biology is
becoming one of the most popular and cutting‑edge areas in
the field of organelle study (1‑3). Several studies have shown
that lipid droplets are a complex, active and dynamic type of
multi‑functional organelle that moves along the cytoskeleton
within the cell and interacts with other organelles, including
the endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, nucleus, peroxisomes, autophagosomes and Golgi, to regulate the metabolism
and energy balance of cells (4‑6). In addition, studies have
found that lipid droplets also have an important role in cell
proliferation, apoptosis, metabolism, stress, immunity,
membrane transport, protein degradation, signal transduction and transcriptional regulation (1,5,7‑10). Therefore, lipid
droplets have a lot of physiological functions beyond lipid
storage (1). For example, a recent study reported that lipid
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droplets contribute to the airway inflammation by driving
pathogenic group 2 innate lymphoid cells (11). Moreover, lipid
droplets can decrease the expression of oxidized phospholipids, such as 4‑hydroxynonenal (HNE) in glia cells, which
can protect against oxidative stress in brain (12). Furthermore,
lipid droplets can provide energy rapidly in brown adipocytes
by interacting with mitochondria under cold stress (13). If the
lipid droplets are not present due to gene editing or inhibition of long‑chain fatty acid synthesis, the cell becomes
lipotoxic, which can induce severe cellular stress and even cell
apoptosis (14). A typical feature of cancer cells is that their
metabolism is different from healthy cells. Usually, energy
metabolism, particularly lipid metabolism, in cancer cells
undergoes reprogramming (15‑17). Healthy cells absorb free
fatty acid directly for energy production, and the lipid synthesis
is at a low level, but lipid synthesis is activated and numerous
fatty acids and lipids are formed in tumor cells (15‑17). The
lipid synthesis pathway in cancer cells is usually constitutively
activated, and the lipid breakdown process is inhibited (18,19).
These excess lipids are often stored in lipid droplets, resulting
in a significantly higher content of lipid droplets in cancer cells
and cancerous tissues compared with healthy cells and tissues.
Therefore, lipid droplet accumulation is often considered a
prominent feature of cancer cells (20,21). Such intracellular
lipid droplet accumulation often leads to cellular abnormalities, including cellular insulin resistance, oxidative stress and
dysregulated transcription (22‑27).
Lung cancer is one of the most common cancer types in the
world, with ~85% of lung cancer cases being non‑small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) in 2018 (28). It was initially expected
that the use of molecularly targeted anticancer drugs (such as
tyrosine kinase inhibitors) could inhibit tumor growth; however,
numerous patients develop resistant tumors after 1‑2 years of
treatment (29,30). The discovery of activating mutations in the
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) in 2004 provided
a new avenue the treatment of lung cancer (31,32), through
which individualized treatment options can be developed by
targeting specific genetic mutation sites. There are activating
mutations located in the tyrosine kinase domain of the EGFR
gene, including a 19‑exon deletion and a point mutation in the
21 exon L858R (31‑33). These activating mutations make EGFR
highly sensitive to EGFR‑TKIs molecular targeted drugs, such
as gefitinib and erlotinib, but patients also develop resistance
to these drugs (34‑36). Previous studies have shown that
changes in lipid metabolism in cancer cells are associated with
EGFR‑TKI resistance (37‑39), and the inhibition of intracellular
lipid droplet synthesis can reverse the resistance of cancer cells
to gefitinib (40). This result suggests that lipid droplet accumulation in cancer cells may be one of the causes of EGFR‑TKI
resistance. The combined use of lipid droplet‑targeting drugs
with TKIs in patients with EGFR‑TKI resistance may have
an improved therapeutic effect compared with TKI treatment
alone. The present review explains the association between lipid
droplet accumulation and drug resistance in lung cancer from
the perspective of lipid droplet biology.
2. The lipid droplet composition and generation process
A lipid droplet is a spherical organelle whose core contains
a wide variety of neutral lipids, including cholesteryl esters,

retinyl esters and triglycerides with saturated or unsaturated
chains (2,3,41,42) (Fig. 1A). The neutral lipid core is coated by
a single layered phospholipid membrane, and its phospholipid
components are diverse, including phosphatidylcholine (PC),
phosphatidylethanolamines, phosphatidylglycerol, phosphatidylinositol and phosphatidylserine (43) (Fig. 1A). Lipid droplet
surfaces are characterized by phospholipid packing defects,
which makes the lipid droplet expose a rougher interface
toward the aqueous cytosol. The phospholipid packing defects
means that neutral lipids are exposed in some areas on the lipid
droplets surface. Therefore, proteins containing large hydrophobic helical domains can be recruited to the packing defects
of surface (44) (Fig. 1A). Different types of cells, and even
different cells of the same type, have different lipid droplet
sizes, content, lipid components and associated protein types
under different metabolic states (2,3). Following advances in
mass spectrometry, the proteomes of lipid droplet‑associated
proteins, as well as the lipid components of individual droplets, have been resolved. Among them, TG and PC are the
most commonly dominant components of lipid droplets. For
example, although the components of the fatty acid chains of
TG and PC are diverse, the 16:0/18:1/18:1 (fatty acid chains) of
TG and the 18:1/16:0 of PC are dominant in HepG2 cells (45).
Electron microscope and fluorescent images of intracellular lipid droplets have revealed that lipid droplets are most
often in contact with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and
mitochondria (5,8,9). It is currently accepted that intracellular
lipid droplets are produced in the ER (2,3) (Fig. 1B). The ER
surface contains various lipid synthase enzymes, including
acyl‑CoA synthetase long chain family member 3, stearoyl‑CoA
desaturase (SCD1), glycerol‑3‑phosphate acyltransferases (GPATs), acylglycerol‑3‑phosphate‑o‑acyltransferases,
phosphatidate phosphatases and diacylglycerol‑o‑acyltransferases (DGATs) (2,3). TG is produced by the catalysis of these
enzymes and is stored in the middle of the bilayer membrane
of the ER in a len structure. Like TG accumulation, lipid
droplets separate from the ER into the cytoplasm in a budding
manner (2,3). These newly formed lipid droplets can interact
with the ER and complete the transport of lipids from the ER to
the lipid droplets through a bridge structure (8,9). In addition,
TG synthases, such as GPAT4 and DGAT2, can be transferred
to the surface of lipid droplets from the ER via direct contact,
therefore TGs can be synthesized on the surface of the lipid
droplets and then transferred to its lipid core (46,47). It should
be noted that lipid droplets are different from vesicles, which
are a bilayer‑phospholipid‑membrane organelle derived from
ER, in terms of structure. For example, vesicles consist of a
phospholipid bilayer with an aqueous core, whereas lipid
droplets consist of phospholipid monolayer and neutral lipid
core (46). Several previous studies have reported that the
surface proteins of lipid droplets can transfer during lipid
droplets contact with other organelles (5,9,10,46). Therefore,
both vesicles and lipid droplets are involved in transportation
of proteins. Newly synthesized TG can be stored in lipid droplets or released into the blood as very low‑density lipoproteins
in the liver and transferred to other tissue cells (48,49). A
previous study has shown that the nuclear inner membrane
also has lipid synthesis activity and is the site where phosphatidic acid and DAG accumulate (50) (Fig. 1B). DGAT2
on the inner nuclear membrane converts DAG into TG and
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Figure 1. Composition, synthesis and degradation of lipid droplets. (A) A lipid droplet is a spherical organelle with a core containing a wide variety of neutral
lipids. Lipid droplet surfaces are characterized by phospholipid packing defects, and numerous proteins containing large hydrophobic helical domains can be
recruited to the packing defects of the surface. (B) The ER, inner nuclear membrane and mitochondria can generate lipid droplets. (C) There are two main
processes of lipid droplet breakdown: Degradation by glyceride hydrolases, such as patatin‑like phospholipase domain containing 2 and HSL, and lipase
hydrolysis by lysosomes during lipophagy. ER, endoplasmic reticulum; HSL, lipase E, hormone‑sensitive type;
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stores TG in the middle of the nuclear membrane bilayer of
phospholipids, which is then released into the nucleoplasm
by budding (50). In addition, the lipid droplets in the lumen
of the ER can be transferred to the nuclear membrane. The
lipid droplets coated with the inner nuclear membrane are then
released into the nucleus, the coated nuclear membrane breaks
and then the encapsulated lipid droplets are released (51).
Recent findings suggest that lipid droplets are also produced
inside the mitochondria (52) (Fig. 1B). After knocking out
tissue‑specific sorting nexin Snx31 in urothelial umbrella cells,
multivesicular bodies (MVBs) were no longer observed and
lipid droplets were produced inside the mitochondria, which
were further degraded by autophagy (52). This result suggests
that mitochondria also have lipogenic activity. Therefore, the
endoplasmic reticulum, nucleus and mitochondria are able to
synthesize lipid droplets.
3. Degradation of lipid droplets
Lipid droplets are the site of lipid storage and breakdown
(Fig. 1C). There are two main processes of lipid droplet breakdown, including degradation by glyceride hydrolases, such as
ATGL and lipase E, hormone‑sensitive type (HSL), and lipase
hydrolysis mediated by lysosomes during lipophagy (53)
(Fig. 1C). In degradation by glyceride hydrolases, ATGL binds
to the surface of the lipid droplets and, upon activation, begins
to hydrolyze TG into DAG (53). HSL is then recruited to the
surface of the lipid droplets to hydrolyze the DAG to monoglyceride (MAG) (53‑55). MAG is eventually converted to free
fatty acids by MAG lipase and released into the cytosol (56).
The roles of free fatty acids in the cytoplasm are diverse,
including functions in mitochondrial β‑oxidation for energy
supply, as a substrate for lipid and phospholipid membrane
synthesis and as a ligand signaling molecule binding to transcriptional factors (57‑59). In lipase hydrolysis, lipid droplets
can be recognized and encapsulated by autophagic vacuoles,
forming autophagosomes that fuse with lysosomes to yield
fatty acid and energy. There is also a lysosomal lipase that
can degrade neutral lipids, during which the lipid droplet
surface proteins are simultaneously degraded to complete the
recycling process of the lipid molecule (60).
4. Lipid droplet accumulation in lung cancer cells
In 1963, Aboumrad et al (61) found a large number of lipid
vesicles in the cytoplasm of breast tumor cells. In 1973, Ramos
and Taylor (62) found, in clinical studies, that lipid‑containing
breast tumors were associated with higher tumor grades (62).
Current research shows that tumor cells not only differ from
healthy cells in their sugar metabolism (the Warburg effect) (63),
but also undergo marked changes in their lipid metabolism.
Among these changes, the fatty acid synthase (FASN) and
sterol regulatory element binding protein (SREBP) families
of proteins have important roles (64‑70). Non‑cancer cells can
regulate intracellular lipid levels by regulating lipid uptake,
synthesis and decomposition, while cancer cells are able to
take up more lipids and enhance lipid synthesis (71,72). In addition, non‑cancer cells preferentially take up exogenous fatty
acids to maintain FASN expression at a low levels, whereas
the levels of FASN expression in cancer cells are high and are

overactivated, which increases lipid synthesis and leads to an
accumulation of lipid droplets (73,74) (Fig. 2). Previous studies
have shown that adipophilin (a lipid‑associated protein)
expression is higher in lung adenocarcinoma compared with
normal lung tissues (75,76). In addition, adipophilin expression is associated with a poor prognosis for patients with lung
adenocarcinoma (75,76). Another study has also shown that
cell lines containing resistant EGFR mutations (including
HCC827GR and H1975) have higher lipid droplet content
compared with cell lines containing EGFR mutations sensitive to TKI treatment (40). In addition, drug‑resistant cell
lines show greater lipid droplet level after TKI treatment (40).
Database analysis indicated that lipid metabolism‑associated
gene expression levels are higher in PC9GR (drug‑resistant)
cells compared with PC9 (drug‑sensitive) cells (40) (Fig. 2).
This evidence suggests a potential association between
abnormal lipid metabolism and drug resistance.
5. The implications of lipid droplet in cancer cells
The role of lipid droplets in cancer is a novel field of research;
however, there is evidence suggesting that increased lipid
droplet content is associated with tumor aggressiveness and
chemotherapy resistance (77‑81). Numerous tumorigenic
proteins, including PI3K, ERK1, ERK2 and caveolins, were
found to be recruited in lipid droplets (80,82‑84). In addition,
lipid droplets are associated with maturation of immature
dendritic cells and the activation of T cells, suggesting that
lipid droplets are also associated with tumor development
and progression (85,86). It is well known that lipid droplets
are important sites for intracellular lipid metabolism and are
closely associated with the production of various lipids and
their derivatives (80,87). Some lipid metabolites, such as
arachidonic acid [an important substrate for prostaglandin
(PGE)2 synthesis] and eicosanoids, are important for the
immune process as PGE2 can inhibit the proliferation of
T cells (86,87). For example, Accioly et al (79) reported that
lipid droplets in colon adenocarcinoma cell lines and colon
cancer biopsy tissues were significantly higher compared with
these those in normal cells and paired normal tissues. In addition, high lipid droplet content is associated with high PGE2
synthesis (88). It was found that cyclooxygenase (COX)‑2 (a
key enzyme in PGE2 synthesis) is recruited in lipid droplets,
which led PGE2 synthesis in lipid droplets (78) (Fig. 3A).
PGE2 is the most highly expressed PGE and is abundant in
tissues containing a number glands, such as the colon, lung,
breast and brain tissue (89‑92). PGE2 plays an important role
in promoting tumor growth (93), as it can promote tumor cell
proliferation and migration (92).
As a site of lipid storage, lipid droplets can provide the
necessary lipid components for cell proliferation, such as
cell membrane components like phospholipids, through
lipophagy (94‑96) (Fig. 3B). In the process of cancer cell
proliferation, lipid droplets provide both cell membrane
components and a large amount of energy, thereby maintaining
cancer cell proliferation and survival (78,97‑100) (Fig. 3B).
For example, in the process of colon cancer cell proliferation,
where the cell energy demand is large, the rich lipid droplet
content in these cell is compatible with this demand (100).
Notably, Penrose et al (100) also observed an association
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Figure 2. Lipid droplet accumulation in lung cancer cells. Tumor cells not only differ from healthy cells in their sugar metabolism but also undergo changes
in lipid metabolism. Among them, the FASN and the SREBP families of proteins serve an important role. NSCLC cells with EGFR mutations in exon 19
and 21 showed higher lipid droplet content compared with para‑cancerous cells. Moreover, cell lines containing resistant EGFR mutations (HCC827GR and
H1975) have higher lipid droplet content compared with cell lines containing sensitive EGFR‑activating mutations. FASN, fatty acid synthase; SREBP, sterol
regulatory element binding protein; NSCLC, non‑small cell lung cancer; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor.

Figure 3. The implications of lipid droplets in cancer cells. (A) COX‑2 (a key enzyme in PGE2 synthesis) is recruited in lipid droplets, which allows lipid
droplets to synthesize PGE2. (B) Lipid droplets can provide the necessary lipid components for cell proliferation, such as cell membrane components like
phospholipids, through lipophagy. In the process of cancer cell proliferation, lipid droplets provide cell membrane components and a large amount of energy,
thereby maintaining cancer cell proliferation and survival. (C) Lipid droplets can also regulate the proliferation of cancer cells by transcriptional regulation.
CIDEC recruited to the surface of lipid droplets contains a protein domain that binds to NFAT5, which can arrest NFAT5 on the surface of lipid droplets and
prevent its transcriptional function in the nucleus. COX, cyclooxygenase; PGE, prostaglandin E2; CIDEC, cell death inducing DFFA like effector C; NFAT,
nuclear factor of activated T cells 5; FFA, free fatty acid.
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between increased lipid droplets and EGFR signaling in colon
cancer (100). Colon cancer cell proliferation is regulated by
EGFR signaling, stimulating an increase in LD density in
an EGFR expression and activation‑dependent manner, and
increasing individual cellular capacity for lipid synthesis (100).
This effect is enhanced by the EGFR‑induced PI3K/mTOR
pathway and PGE2 synthesis and negatively regulated by
forkhead box protein O1/ NAD‑dependent protein deacetylase
sirtuin‑6‑mediated tumor suppressor inactivation (100).
Lipid droplets can also regulate the proliferation of cancer
cells by transcriptional regulation (Fig. 3C). Nuclear factor
of activated T‑cells (NFAT) 5 is a member of the NFAT
protein family and has a DNA binding domain similar to the
Rel‑homology region of NF‑κ B (101). NFAT5 has an important
role in embryonic development, cell proliferation, immune
response and the cellular stress response (101). In addition,
NFAT5 plays an important role in the development, invasion
and proliferation of tumor cells (102). For example, NFAT5
can promote the proliferation and invasion of renal cancer
cells, and promote the infiltration of melanoma (103‑107),
which suggests that NFAT5 may also be able to promote
tumor cell proliferation and infiltration in other types of
cancer. Furthermore, Meng et al (108) found that NFAT5
regulates lung cancer cell proliferation, migration and infiltration (108). Previous studies have found that cell‑death inducing
DFF45‑like effector c (CIDEC) recruited to the surface of
lipid droplets contains a protein domain that binds to NFAT5,
which can bind to NFAT5 on the surface of lipid droplets and
prevent its transcriptional function in the nucleus (22).
The high lipid droplet content in cancer cells may enhance
migration. Tomin et al (109) knocked out triglyceride
lipase (ATGL) in the lung cancer A549 cells and demonstrated
that a large number of lipid droplets was accumulated in the
cells. In addition, cellular phospholipids and bioactive lipids
(such as lyso‑ and ether‑phospholipids) are also upregulated.
Proteomic data showed that pro‑oncogene SRC kinase expression is upregulated, and phosphorylated (p‑)SRC (Y416 p‑SRC,
activated SRC) expression is also increased (109). Lung cancer
cells exhibit faster migration rates, suggesting greater tumor
aggressiveness (108).
In summary, cancer cells undergo hyperactivation of
de novo lipid synthesis due to the rearrangement of lipid
metabolism, which causes cellular lipid droplets to accumulate. A high content of lipid droplets could provide energy
and various lipid components for cancer cell proliferation and
could regulate cancer cell proliferation, migration and infiltration by affecting biological processes, such as transcriptional
regulation.
6. Associations between lipid droplets and drug resistance
There are a limited number of reports investigating the
association between of drug resistance and lipid droplets in
cancer cells. A recent study by Huang et al (40) revealed an
association between lipid metabolism rearrangement and
EGFR‑TKI resistance in NSCLC cancer cells (40) (Fig. 4).
The authors found that NSCLC tumor tissue had higher lipid
droplet content compared with para‑cancerous tissue, and
TKI treatments could further increase lipid droplet content
in tumor tissue. In addition, the gefitinib‑resistant cell lines,

HCC827GR (T790M), H1975 and PC9GR, expressed more
lipid droplets compared with EGFR‑TKI‑sensitive cell lines,
HCC827 and PC‑9, which suggests an association between
lipid droplet content and drug resistance (40). In addition,
after treatment with oleic acid, even EGFR‑TKI‑sensitive cell
lines showed decreased sensitivity to EGFR‑TKI and upregulated p‑EGFR. This result indicates that oleic acid treatment
abolished the inhibitory effect of gefitinib on the activation
of the p‑EGFR/p‑AKT/p‑ERK signaling pathway (40). When
injecting combined gefitinib and oleic acid treated cells into
a HCC827 mice to establish a xenograft tumor model, oleic
acid attenuated gefitinib‑induced apoptosis and reduced
the cytotoxicity of gefitinib. Then, the authors treated the
cells with (20S)‑protopanaxatriol (g‑PPT) (targeting SCD1,
inhibiting lipid synthesis) to effectively reduce the number
of intracellular lipid droplets (40). Notably, the authors found
that EGFR‑TKI‑resistant mutant cell lines (HCC827GR and
H1975) had increased sensitivity to EGFR‑TKI after the
number of cellular lipid droplets decreased (40). Moreover, the
combined use of gefitinib and g‑PPT could inhibit cancer cell
proliferation and downregulate p‑EGFR expression levels (40).
In addition, the combined use of gefitinib and g‑PPT inhibited the activation of the p‑EGFR/p‑AKT/p‑ERK signaling
pathway and promoted apoptosis in vitro and in vivo. These
results indicate that the inhibition of lipid droplet formation
can reverse gefitinib resistance caused by EGFR‑TKI resistant
mutations and enhance the cytotoxicity of gefitinib, thereby
promoting gefitinib‑induced apoptosis (40). In addition, some
evidence has shown that mutations in EGFR may be derived
from changes in cellular metabolism (110‑112). Therefore,
changes in lipid metabolism may promote the complex development of NSCLC and promote drug resistance in cancer
cells. Huang et al (40) provides a novel perspective for the
treatment of drug‑resistant NSCLC (40). Drug targeting lipid
droplets can reduce drug resistance during the treatment of
drug‑resistant NSCLC to enhance the cytotoxicity of drugs on
cancer cells (40).
Cotte et al (99) investigates chemotherapeutic drug
resistance in colon cancer and illustrates the molecular
mechanism of lipid droplet accumulation and drug resistance
(5‑fluorouracil) (99) (Fig. 4). The authors found that LD accumulation drives cell‑death resistance to 5‑fluorouracil and
oxaliplatin treatments both in vitro and in vivo. The treatment
of 5‑fluorouracil and oxaliplatin can promote lipid droplet
accumulation. Notably, the high fat droplet cell line HT29
and the low‑fat cell line SW620 showed markedly different
sensitivities to 5‑fluorouracil and oxaliplatin. It was found that
lysophosphatidylcholine acyltransferase (LPCAT)2‑induced
lipid droplet accumulation plays an important role in the resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs. Overexpression of LPCAT2
in SW620 cells can increase lipid droplet content and inhibit
apoptosis induced by chemotherapeutic drugs. In terms of
its mechanism, LPCAT2‑induced lipid droplet accumulation
maintains the ER homeostasis of cells, inhibits the activation
of all caspases, and thereby inhibits extrinsic, intrinsic and ER
stress‑mediated apoptotic processes (99). Chemotherapy drugs
can activate eukaryotic translation initiation factor (EIF)2a
and C/EBP‑homologous protein (CHOP), thereby leading to
ER stress and further inducing apoptosis. LPCAT2‑mediated
lipid droplet accumulation can reduce EIF2a phosphorylation
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Figure 4. Association between lipid droplets and drug resistance. Tumor cells with (A) low lipid droplet content and those with (B) high lipid droplet content
and the different sensitivities to ChT or TKIs treatment. p‑EGFR/p‑ERK/p‑AKT pathways were inhibited in cells with low lipid droplet content after ChT or
TKIs treatment. Then, ER‑stress is activated, and CRT on the ER membrane is translocated to the Golgi and exposed to cell membrane. Therefore, immature
dendritic cells can recognize CRT exposed on the cell membrane and activated T cells to induce tumor cell apoptosis. However, the p‑EGFR/p‑ERK/p‑AKT
pathways were not affected by ChT or TKI treatment. Lipid droplets can also enhance the capacity of cells against stress, as they suppress the exposure of CRT
on the cell membrane. Additionally, further T cells cannot be activated. Therefore, higher lipid droplet content enhanced tumor survival. ChT, chemotherapy;
TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor; p‑, phosphorylation‑; EFGR, epidermal growth factor receptor; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; CRT, calreticulins.

and decrease BiP (ER chaperone) protein levels and CHOP
accumulation. SW620 and HT29 cells were then treated
with triacsin C (a long‑chain fatty acid synthase inhibitor)
to reduce the increase in cellular lipid droplets induced by
chemotherapeutic drug treatment. Triacsin C treatment can
enhance the sensitivity of the high lipid droplet content cell
line HT29 against chemotherapy drugs. In addition, lipid droplets can isolate calreticulins (CRTs) in cells and recruit CRTs
to the lipid droplet surface to block CRT exposure, thereby
reducing the immunogenicity of tumor cells, which could
impair the therapeutic effects of chemotherapy drugs. CRT is
important for the maturation of immature dendritic cells. The
CD91 protein on the surface of immature dendritic cells can
bind to CRT on the surface of tumor cells, and the mature
dendritic cells can further activate the T cells (99).
In summary, the rearrangement of lipid metabolism
in cancer cells induces lipid droplet accumulation, which
could impair the therapeutic effect of drugs by inhibiting
drug‑induced apoptosis. Lipid droplets provide lipid substrates

and energy for the proliferation of cancer cells; therefore, lipid
droplet accumulation is disadvantageous for the treatment of
cancer.
7. Effects of lipid droplets on cellular stress and apoptosis
Chemotherapy drugs, programmed death (PD)‑ligand 1/PD‑1,
or TKI drugs for NSCLC treatment are all based on the principle of promoting cancer cell stress and apoptosis (113,114).
Previous studies have shown that lipid droplets are associated
with cellular stress and apoptosis processes. Firstly, there is an
association between lipid droplets and cell stress. When stress
occurs, such as a lack of nutrients or elevated levels of reactive
oxygen species (ROS), cells will produce a large number of
lipid droplets. In addition, increased lipid droplet levels lead
to resistance to cell stress and maintains cell homeostasis (14).
During evolution, cells have established an energy‑sensing
system to accommodate for the uncertainty of the nutrient
supply (115). AMP‑activated protein kinase (AMPK) and
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Figure 5. Effects of lipid droplets on cellular stress and apoptosis. When stress occurs, such as a lack of nutrients or elevated levels of ROS, cells will produce
a large number of lipid droplets. In addition, increased lipid droplets will resist cell stress and maintain cell homeostasis. Acute nutritional restriction promotes
lipid droplet formation. This process is associated with autophagy induced by mTORC1 inactivation. Excess lipids cause cellular lipotoxicity when cells take
up large quantities of lipids exceeding their storage or depletion capacity. The production of lipid droplets reduces the cellular lipid toxicity caused by excess
lipids and maintains cell homeostasis. ROS affects the formation and degradation of cellular lipids. ROS can oxidize phospholipid membranes to increase
their content of 4‑HNE (product of lipid oxidation, which causes protein damage) in cell membranes. Lipid droplets can re‑distribute the oxidized lipids of
the membrane, thereby reducing the oxidized lipid content on the cell membrane and lowering the levels of 4‑HNE to promote cell survival. Lipid droplets
can also resist cellular stress by interacting with other organelles. Lipid droplets can be in contact with the mitochondria and transfer apoptosis‑associated
proteins, such as BAX, BCL‑2 and BCL‑Xl, from the surface of the mitochondria to the surface of the droplet. This process can prevent mitochondrial damage
and inhibit apoptosis. ROS, reactive oxygen species; 4‑HNE, 4‑hydroxynonenal; AMPK, AMP‑activated protein kinase; SRECB1c, sterol regulatory element
binding protein 1c.

the mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1)
are highly conserved among different species and are central
to cellular metabolic regulation (115‑118). AMPK can be
activated by nutrients, genotoxins, xenobiotics and oxidative
stress (115). Activation of AMPK inhibits the synthesis of fatty
acids, sterols and triglycerides (116,119‑121) and promotes
glycolysis, mitochondrial activity and fatty acid oxidation (120). On the contrary, mROTC1 regulates the synthesis
of fatty acids, sterols and glycolipids by regulating SREBP
transcription factors (122‑124). In mammalian cells, acute
nutritional restrictions promote lipid droplet formation (98).
This process is associated with the autophagy induced by
mTORC1 inactivation (125). Through this process, cells can
preserve several lipid precursors and energy to enable cells
to survive in a state of energy deficiency (Fig. 5) (126‑128).
Excess lipids cause cellular lipo‑toxicity when cells take up
large quantities of lipids exceeding their storage or depletion
capacities (129). Then, the lipid synthesis pathway is activated,
transforming the free unesterified fatty acids into neutral
lipids, such as TGs and sterols, to store in the lipid core of the
lipid droplets (Fig. 5) (130). The production of lipid droplets
decreases the cellular lipid toxicity caused by excess lipids and
maintains cell homeostasis (14). In addition, ROS is an important oxidative factor in cells, and excessive ROS can cause
oxidative stress. ROS refers to a class of molecules derived
from molecular oxygen and free radicals. As ROS contain an
unpaired electron, they become a potent oxidant that reacts
quickly with other pairs of electrons. ROS in cells are mainly
derived from the mitochondria, which is a by‑product of fatty
acid oxidation, mainly in the form of hydrogen peroxide in the
cytoplasm (14). Usually, the intracellular ROS levels in cells
are high when the lipid content is also high (131). ROS are

important signaling molecules that act as a ligands or activate
multiple cellular signaling pathways, such as heat shock factor
protein 1, NF‑κ B, p53, PI3K‑AKT and ERK/JNK/p38, thereby
affecting cellular carbohydrate metabolism, mitochondrial
function, apoptosis and necrosis, proliferation and cancer
cell infiltration (132‑135). At present, studies have found
that ROS affect the formation and degradation of cellular
lipids (12,23,64,136). Increased ROS levels can damage
mitochondria, reduce mitochondrial activity and activate
c‑Jun‑N‑terminal Kinase (JNK) and SREBP, which could lead
to lipid droplet accumulation in glial cells (23). A decrease
in mitochondrial activity further increases intracellular ROS
levels, thereby further activating the SREBP pathway and
promoting lipid droplet formation (Fig. 5) (137‑139). In addition, studies have reported that ROS molecules regulate the
recruitment of lipase to the surface of lipid droplets and the
recognition of lipid droplets by autophagic vacuoles (136,140).
Some studies have shown that lipid droplets can protect cells
from ROS‑induced cell damage (78,98,131,141). For example,
Bailey et al (12) reported that ROS can oxidize phospholipid
membranes to increase the content of 4‑hydroxynonenal (HNE)
(a product of lipid oxidation that causes protein damage)
on cell the membrane, whereas 4‑HNE can promote ROS
production, which leads to positive feedback that causes cell
damage. In this process, lipid droplets can re‑distribute the
oxidized lipids of membranes, thereby reducing the oxidized
lipid content of the cell membrane and lowering the levels
of 4‑HNE to promote cell survival (Fig. 5) (12,142). Lipid
droplets can also resist cellular stress by interacting with other
organelles. For example, by analyzing the traces of several
organelles in cells under starvation and normal conditions, it
can be observed that, in a state of starvation, the lipid droplets
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contact the mitochondria at a higher frequency and they are
closer together (6), which is compatible with increased energy
supply. For example, lipid droplets can bind to mitochondria,
which promotes the utilization of lipids (6).
Caspase‑12 serves an important role in the apoptosis‑mediated ER stress pathway (143). Cells with a higher lipid
droplet content have enhanced resistance against ROS and
lipo‑toxicity by decreasing the release of calcium ions from
the ER and inhibiting the activation of caspase‑12 mediated
by ER stress. This is important for apoptosis. In the case of
immunotherapy, the high levels of lipid droplets can recruit
CRT (144), thereby blocking the transfer of CRT from the Golgi
to the cell membrane (Fig. 5) (144). Low levels of CRT on the
cell membrane inhibit the maturation of immature dendritic
cells, as the maturation of immature dendritic cells is activated
by the binding between CD91 on the surface of immature
dendritic cells and CRT on the surface of cancer cells (99).
Caspase‑8 is important for CRT exposure (145). However, lipid
droplet accumulation leads to a downregulation of caspase‑8,
which causes a decrease in CRT exposure and prevents
cancer cells from being recognized by immune cells (99). As
aforementioned, the presence of COX‑2 in the lipid droplets
promotes the production of PGE2 (79), thereby producing an
immunosuppressive environment (Fig. 5) (146). Furthermore,
CIDEC can be recruited to the surface of the lipid droplet.
The CIDEC amino acids 174‑192 are lipophilic, allowing
them to bind to lipid droplets. However, this domain also plays
an important role in the interaction with caspase‑9 (147,148).
Therefore, CIDEC binding to lipid droplets impacts the role
of CIDEC in the apoptosis process (Fig. 5). A recent study
showed that lipid droplets can be in contact with the mitochondria and transfer apoptosis‑associated proteins, such as BAX,
BCL‑2 and BCL‑Xl, from the surface of the mitochondria to
the surface of the lipid. This process could prevent mitochondrial damage and inhibit apoptosis (Fig. 5) (149). Moreover, a
study has shown that bacterial lipid droplets can bind to DNA
via the surface protein, microorganism lipid droplet small
protein (MLDS), which plays an important role in stabilizing
bacterial genetic material and promotes the survival of bacteria
under stress conditions (150). In addition, it is noteworthy that
the nuclear inner membrane also engages in lipid synthesis
activities and produces nuclear lipid droplets in eukaryotes,
whereas nuclear lipid droplets regulate the synthesis of cellular
phospholipids, and maintain cell membranes homeostasis (50).
In summary, lipid droplets can enhance cell stress resistance,
reduce stress‑induced cell death, maintain cell homeostasis
and promote cell survival by stabilizing excess free lipids. This
provides cell membrane components and energy, re‑distributes
peroxidized lipids and inhibits caspase activation.
8. Potential mechanism of lipid droplets regulating EGFR
activation
According to previous study investigating lipid droplets in lung
cancer (40,74,75), the mechanism of lipid droplet‑mediated
regulation of EGFR activation can be hypothesized. Lipid
droplets can affect cellular ROS levels and energy metabolism
signaling. On the one hand, ROS levels are decreased by lipid
droplet formation. However, EGFR phosphorylation can be
regulated by ROS levels. Decreased levels of ROS can activate
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EGFR (151,152). Moreover, the EGFR/MEK/ERK pathway is
also regulated by ROS levels. On the other hand, FASN can be
activated by lipid droplet formation, especially in cancer cells.
However, previous studies have reported that EGFR can be
activated through FASN‑dependent palmitoylation (153,154),
and this activation can be blocked by an FASN inhibitor, such
as Orlistat (154). Lipid droplet accumulation contributes to
the activation of EGFR by regulating ROS level and fatty acid
synthase activity. Therefore, lipid droplets play an important
role in regulating EGFR activation. The development of
inhibitors of lipid droplets accumulation may be beneficial in
regulating EGFR activation.
9. Conclusions
Lung cancer is one of the most common types of cancer worldwide, which accounted for 13.49% of total cancer cases in 2018,
and the 5‑year survival rate of lung cancer is only 18% (28).
Several EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), including
gefitinib, erlotinib, afatinib and osimertinib are used for the
treatment of lung cancer; however, persistent drug resistance
suppresses the cure rate (29,30). Compared with healthy cells,
cancer cells undergo a rearrangement of their metabolism,
during which changes in lipid metabolism cause lipid droplets
to accumulate. As highly dynamic organelles, lipid droplets
participate in a variety of biological processes, especially the
regulation of energy metabolism, cell proliferation, apoptosis,
stress resistance, immune response and other processes associated with cancer cell proliferation (1‑3,9,80). Therefore, the
role of lipid droplets cannot be ignored when investigating
novel treatments for cancer. NSCLC tissues have higher lipid
droplet content compared with para‑cancerous tissues, and
EGFR‑TKI resistant cells contain more lipid droplets compared
with non‑resistant cells. Intracellular lipid droplets not only
provide cell membrane phospholipid components for cancer cell
proliferation but also provide a large supply of energy, which
is especially important for cancer cells with rapid metabolism
and proliferation. In addition, treatment with common chemotherapeutic drugs and TKI drugs (such as gefitinib) will further
stimulate the formation of lipid droplets, and the accumulated
lipid droplets will weaken the cytotoxicity of the drug and
inhibit drug‑mediated apoptosis, which affects the clinical
treatment benefit. Furthermore, lipid droplets can inhibit ER
stress and the activation of caspase‑8 and caspase‑12. Lipid
droplets can also recruit CRT, thereby inhibiting the transfer of
CRT from the ER to the Golgi apparatus and cell membrane,
which affects the recognition of cancer cells by immune cells. In
addition, the presence of COX‑2 on the surface of lipid droplets
can promote the synthesis of PGE2, which interferes with the
immune environment, and induces inhibition of the antitumor
responses. The metabolic process of lipid synthesis and
oxidation is enhanced in cancer cells, which causes a greater
generation of ROS. However, lipid droplets can attenuate lipid
peroxidation of cell membrane components and can remove
proteins, such as Bcl‑XL, BIK and BAK, which could induce
apoptosis from the mitochondria by contact. Therefore, lipid
droplets offer an important contribution to cell stress resistance
and the maintenance of cell homeostasis.
There are currently no effective inhibitors of lipid droplet
accumulation, but targets in the lipid droplet formation process
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have been identified resulting in inhibited lipid formation, such
as some anti‑inflammatory drugs, such as sulindac, celecoxib
and aspirin (155‑157). FASN is a rate‑limiting enzyme in that
functions in the de novo synthesis of lipids. The inhibitor
TVB‑3664 inhibits the de novo synthesis of fatty acids by
targeting FASN (158,159). In addition, inhibitors against
SCD1, such as g‑PPT, can reduce the synthesis of polyunsaturated fatty acids, thereby inhibiting the synthesis of TG and
reducing lipid droplet content (40). The combination of g‑PPT
and gefitinib effectively reduces drug resistance and promotes
the apoptosis of cancer cells (40). Therefore, in the future, a
variety of lipid‑targeting inhibitors, such as PLIN2‑targeting
inhibitors, should be developed, particularly as PLIN2 has an
important role in the formation and stabilization of lipid droplets by regulating lipid droplet lipolysis and autophagy (160).
By reducing the amount of lipid droplets in tumor cells, the
protective effect of lipid droplets on cells can be impaired,
and drug cytotoxicity and drug‑mediated apoptosis can be
promoted.
In general, in the treatment of drug‑resistant NSCLC,
a combined approach should be considered. Using drugs
targeting lipid metabolism to reduce lipid droplet content
would promote the sensitivity of tumor cells to drugs and
enhance treatment effects.
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